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3. On July 21, 2009, the Medical Review  Team (“MR T”) deferre d the disability 
determination requesting additional medical evidence.  (Exhibit 1, pp. 47 – 48.) 

 
4. On March 15, 2010, the MRT deferred t he disability determination request ing 

additional medical records.  (Exhibit 1, pp. 21 – 23.) 
 
5. On May 20, 2009, the MRT deferred th e disability determination requesting 

additional medical evidence.  (Exhibit 1, pp. 44 – 46.)  
 

6. On June 21, 2010, the MRT found the Cla imant no longer disabled.  (Exhib it 1, 
pp. 4, 5.)  

 
7. The Department notified the Claimant of the MRT determination. 

 
8. On July 29, 2010, the Department re ceived the Claimant’s written request for 

hearing.  (Exhibit 1, p. 3.) 
 

9. On December 1, 2010 and July  14, 2011, the SHRT found the Clamant not 
disabled.   

 
10. The Claimant alleged physical disabl ing impairments due to left knee pain, bac k 

pain, right elbow pain, neck pain, left hip pain, restless leg syndrome, shortness  
of breath, bronchitis, high blood pressure, abdominal pain, gout, headaches , 
closed head injury, and colon cancer.   

 
11. The Claim ant alleged mental disabling impairment s are due to depre ssion, 

anxiety, and adjustment disorder.  
 

12. At the time of hearing, the Claim ant was  years old with an  
birth date; was 5’11” in height; and weighed 185 pounds.  

 
13. The Claimant has a limited education and a work history as a grave marker, truck 

driver, tow truck driver, and warehouse manager.   
 

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
 

The Medical Assistance program is established by Subchapter XIX of Chapter 7 of The 
Public Health & Welfare Act,  42 USC 1397, and is  admini stered by the Department, 
formerly known as  the Family Independenc e Agency, pursuant to MCL 400.10 et seq  
and MCL 400.105.  Depar tment policies are found in the Bridges Administrative Manual 
(“BAM”), the Bridges  Eligibility Manual (“ BEM”), and the Bridges Refer ence Manual 
(“RFT”). 
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Disability is defined as the inability to do any substantial gainful activity by reason of any 
medically determinable phys ical or mental im pairment which can be expected to result  
in death or  which has  lasted or can be expect ed to last for a continuous period of not 
less than 12 months.  20 CFR 416.905(a).  The person claimi ng a physical or mental 
disability has the burden to esta blish it th rough the use of competent medical evidenc e 
from qualified medical sources such as his  or  her medical history,  clinica l/laboratory 
findings, diagnosis/prescri bed treatment, prognosis for recovery and/or medical 
assessment of ability to do work-related ac tivities o r ability to reason and make  
appropriate mental adjustments, i f a mental disab ility is alleged.  20 CRF 413 .913.  An 
individual’s subjective pain com plaints ar e not, in and of themselves, sufficient to 
establish disab ility.  20 CF R 416.908; 2 0 CFR 4 16.929(a).  Similarly,  conclusor y 
statements by a physician or mental health professional that an individual is disabled or 
blind, absent supporting medical evidence, is insufficient to establish disability.  20 CFR 
416.927. 
 
When determining disability, t he federal regulations  require several factors to be 
considered including:  (1) the location/ duration/frequency/intensity of an applicant’s  
pain; (2) the type/dosage/effectiveness/side effects of any medication the applicant 
takes to relieve pain; (3) any treatment other than pain medication that the applicant has 
received to relieve pa in; and (4) the effect of  the applicant’s pain on his or her ability to  
do basic work activities.  20 CFR 416.929(c)(3).  The applicant’s pain must be assessed 
to determi ne the ext ent of his or her functi onal limitation(s) in light of the objective 
medical evidence presented.  20 CFR 416.929(c)(2).  
 
Once an individual has been found disabled for purposes of MA benefit s, continued 
entitlement is periodically reviewed in order to make a cu rrent determination or decision 
as to whether disability remains in acco rdance with the medical improvement review 
standard.  20 CF R 416.993(a); 20 CFR 416.994.  In ev aluating a claim for ongoing MA 
benefits, federal regulation require a sequential evaluation process be utilized .  20 CFR 
416.994(b)(5).  The review may  cease and benefits continued if sufficient evidenc e 
supports a finding that an indiv idual is st ill unable to engage in substantial gainful 
activity.  Id.  Prior to decid ing an indiv idual’s disability has ende d, the Department will 
develop, along with the Claimant’s cooperation,  a complete medic al history covering a t 
least the 12 months precedi ng the date the individual signed a request seeking 
continuing disability benefit s.  20 CFR 416.993(b).  T he Department may order a 
consultative examination to determine whether or not the disability continues.  20 CFR  
416.993(c).   
 
The first step in the analysis in determining w hether an individual’s disability has ended 
requires the trier of fact to consider the severity of the impai rment(s) and whether it 
meets or equals a list ed impairment in App endix 1 of subpart P of part 404 of Chapter 
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20.  20 CF R 416.994( b)(5)(i).  If a Listing is  met, an individual’s disability is f ound t o 
continue with no further analysis required.   
If the impairment(s) does not meet or equal a Listing, then Step 2 requires a 
determination of whet her there has been m edical improvement as defined in 20 CF R 
416.994(b)(1); 20 CFR 416.994(b )(5)(ii).  Medical improvement is defined as any  
decrease in the medical severity of the impa irment(s) which was pres ent at the time of 
the most favorable medical dec ision that the individual wa s disabled or continues to be 
disabled.  20 CFR 416.994(b)(1)(i).  If no medical improvement found, and no exception 
applies (see listed exceptions below), then an individual’s disability is found to continue.  
Conversely, if medical improvement is found, Step 3 calls for a determination of whether 
there has been an increase in the residual functional capacity (“RFC”) based on the 
impairment(s) that were pr esent at the time of t he most favorable medical 
determination.  20 CFR 416.994(b)(5)(iii). 
 
If medical improvement is not related to t he ability to work, Step 4 evalua tes whether 
any listed exception appl ies.  20 CFR 416.994(b)(5)(i v).  If no exception is  applicable, 
disability is found to continue.  Id.  If the medical improvement is related to an 
individual’s ability to do work,  then a det ermination of whether an individual’s  
impairment(s) are severe is made.  20 CFR 416. 994(b)(5)(iii), (v).  If severe, an 
assessment of an individual’s residual functional capacity to perform past work is made.  
20 CF R 416.994(b)(5)(vi).  If an individual can perform past relevant work , disabilit y 
does not c ontinue.  Id.  Similarly, when evidence es tablishes t hat the impairment(s) 
does not significantly limit an individual’s physical or mental  abilities to do basic wor k 
activities, continuing disability will not be fou nd.  20 CFR 416.994(b)(5)(v).  Finally, if an 
individual is unable t o perform past relevant  work, vocational factors such as  the 
individual’s age, educ ation, and past work ex perience are considered in determining 
whether despite the lim itations an individual is able t o perform other work.  20 CFR 
416.994(b)(5)(vii).  Disability ends if an individual is able to perform other work.  Id.   
 
The first group of exc eptions (as mentioned above) to medical im provement (i.e., when 
disability c an be found to have ended e ven though medical improvement has not 
occurred) found in 20 CFR 416.994(b)(3) are as follows: 
 

(i) Substantial evidence shows that the individual is  the 
beneficiary of advances in medial or vocation al 
therapy or technology (related to the ability to work; 

(ii) Substantial evidence s hows that the individual has  
undergone vocational therapy re lated to the ability to 
work; 

(iii) Substantial evidence  shows that based on new or  
improved diagnostic  or evaluative techniques the 
impairment(s) is not as disabling as previously  
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determined at the time of the most recent favorable 
decision; 

(iv) Substantial evidence dem onstrates that any prior  
disability decision was in error. 

 
The second group of exceptions [20 CFR 416.994(b)(4)] to medical improvement are as 
follows: 
 

(i) A prior determination was fraudulently obtained; 
(ii) The individual failed to cooperate; 
(iii) The individual cannot be located; 
(iv) The presc ribed treatment  that was expected to 

restore the individual’s abi lity to engage in  substantial 
gainful activity was not followed. 

  
If an exception from the second group listed  above is  applicable, a determination that  
the individual’s  disability has ended is  made.  20 CF R 416.994(b)(5)(iv).  The second 
group of exceptions to medica l improvement may be considered at any point in the 
process.  Id.     
 
As disc ussed above, the first step in t he sequential evaluation pr ocess to determine 
whether the Claimant ’s disab ility continues  l ooks at the severity of the impairment(s) 
and whether it meets or equals a listed impairment in Appendix 1.  
 
At the time of the Claimant ’s initial approval, the Claim ant was diagnosed with colon 
cancer and was undergoing chemotherapy.  All of the Claimant’s prior records were not 
submitted so it is  pr esumed he was  fou nd dis abled within Listing 13.00 (maligna nt 
neoplastic diseases).   
 
In support of his claim, an undated, abnormal ECG was submitted.  Additionally, the first 
page of a Medical Examinati on Report from  revealed a current diagnos is 
of invasive, moderately differentiated carc inoma status post cole ctomy.  A Medical 
Needs form from  was also submitted which showed the Claimant unable to 
work for 6 months.   
 
On , the Clai mant attended a follow-up appoin tment for his colon a nd 
skin cancers.  There was no ev idence of the colon ca ncer recurrence.  The Claimant’s  
chronic smoking and basal cell cancer was noted.   
 
On  a Medical Examination Report was completed by a treating physician 
on behalf of the Claimant.  Th e current diagnoses were bac k pain, history of colon 
cancer, dyslipidemia,  left knee pain, GERD,  anxiet y, depression, and a history of 
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abdominal ulcers.  The Claimant  was in stable condition and he was found able t o 
occasionally lift/carry l ess than 10 pounds; st and and/or walk at l east 2 hours in an 8  
hour workday; and able to perform repetitive ac tions with his extremit ies.  Despite his  
anxiety and depression, the Claimant had no mental limitations.   
 
On  the Claimant attended a follow-up a ppointment status post 
colon cancer.  The impression was Stage II-A colonic c arcinoma with out clin ical 
evidence of recurrence, back pain (not elicit able), history of chronic smoking, and basa l 
carcinoma.   
 
On a CT scan of the chest revealed two small nodular densities in the 
right upper lung measuring less than 1 cm in size.   
 
On , the Claimant attended therapy for his depression.   
 
On  a colonosc opy was perfo rmed.  Two biops ies were obtained for a 
polypoid type of lesion and a small polyp.   
 
On  a CT scan of the c hest was performed whic h showed two small 
pulmonary nodules in the right upper lung (unchanged from previous study).   
 
On  the Claimant  attended a c onsultative psychiatric  evaluation.  The 
Claimant was found able to  understand, retain, and follo w instructions and was  
generally restricted to performing s imple, routine, repetitive tasks.  Due to his  
depression with psychomotor re tardation, the Claimant  was restri cted to work involvi ng 
brief superficial interactions with co-workers, supervisors, and the public.  The diagnosis 
was mood disorder secondary to  general medical condition.  Major depressive disorder  
was not ruled out.  A history of alcohol abuse (in remission) was also noted.  The Global 
Assessment Functioning (“GAF”) was 40.   
 
On this same date, the Claimant attended a consultative phys ical evaluation.  The 
examination revealed mild t enderness to palpitation in t he lower lumbar area and wa s 
otherwise unremarkable.  The diagnoses were a history of hypertension, hyperlipidemia, 
bronchitis, colon cancer, arthritis, and depression.   
 
On the Claimant attended a follow-up appoint ment.  The March biops ies 
showed c olonic polyp and s errated adenoma.  The phys ical examination wa s 
unremarkable and the Claimant was “doing well.”   
 
On  the Claimant attended therapy for his  
depression.   
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On  the Claim ant attended a follow-up appointment.  The physica l 
examination was unremarkable.   
 
On  the Claimant attended therapy wher e he complained of high 
anxiety, stress, and sleeping problems.      
 
On , the Claimant att ended therapy where he reported high an xiety 
and stress.  The current diagnoses inc luded arthritis in the leg, back, and neck wit h 
history of colon and skin cancer.   
 
On  the Claimant  was treated for nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain,  
and unspecified intestinal obstruction.   
 
On , a Medical Examinatio n Report was completed on behalf of the 
Claimant.  The current diagnoses were degenerat ive joint disease, depression, anxiety, 
history of colon cancer, bowel obstruction, and skin cancer.   
 
On this same date, a Psychiatric/Psychol ogical Examination Report and Mental 
Residual Functional Capac ity Assessment we re completed on behalf of the Claimant.  
The Claimant was found unable to work due to chronic pain and multiple medical 
issues.  The diagnoses were dys thymic disorder and anxiety disor der.  The Claimant’s 
GAF was 43.  Additionally, the Claimant wa s found to be markedly limited in 11 of the 
20 factors and moderately limited in 6 factors.   
 
Listing 13. 00 discuss es malignant neoplas tic diseases.  Origins  of the m alignancy, 
extent of involvement, durat ion, frequency, and response to  antineoplastic t herapy are 
considered as well as an post-therapeutic residuals.  13.00B1-4.   
 
Listing 13.03 discusses skin cancer.  To meet this listing, the evidence m ust establish 
sarcoma or carcinoma with metastes to or beyond the regional lymph nodes, or 
melanoma.  3.03A and B.  Melanoma must be recurrent after wide e xcision or with 
metastes to one or more clinic ally appar ent nodes (detected by imaging studies or  
clinical examination; with metastases to fo ur or more nodes (if not clinically apparent); 
or metastases to adjacent skin (satellite lesions) or distant sites.  3.03B1; 3.03B2abc .  
 
Listing 13.17 and 13.18 discuss  cancer of the small and large intestines, respectively.  
To meet this listing(s), the cancer must be inoperable, unresectable, or recurrent (after 
surgery), or with metastases beyond the regional lymph nodes.   
 
In this case, the Claimant was diagnosed with colon and skin cancer which resulted in a 
colectomy.  Since sur gery, there is no ev idence of recurrence or metastes.  In light of 
the foregoing, it is found that  the Claimant no longer meet s the intent and severity 
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requirement of a Listed impair ment and, t herefore, a determination of whether the 
Claimant’s condition has medically improved is necessary.   
 
As noted above, the Claimant was previously found  disabled apparently  based on  
meeting a listing within Listing 13.00.  In comparing thos e medical records to the recent 
evidence (as detailed above), it  is found that  the Claimant’s c ondition has medically  
improved as it relates to his ability to work.   In addition, none of the above list ed 
exceptions is applic able and, thus,  the Cla imant’s Resid ual Functional Capac ity is  
considered pursuant to Step 3.   
 
RFC is as sessed based on impairment(s), and any related symptoms, such as pain,  
which may cause physical and mental limitations that affect what can be done in a work 
setting.  R FC is the most t hat can be done, despite the lim itations.  To determine the 
physical demands (exertional re quirements) of work in the national economy, jobs are 
classified as sedentary, light, medium, heavy, and very heavy.  20 CFR 416.967.   
 
Sedentary work inv olves lifting of  no more than 10 pounds at a t ime and oc casionally 
lifting or carrying articles like doc ket files, ledgers, and small tools.  20 CFR 416.967(a).  
Although a sedentary job is defined as one whic h involves sitting, a certain amount of 
walking and standing is often necessa ry in carrying out job duties.  Id.  Jobs are 
sedentary if walking and standing  are required occasionally and  other sedentary criteria 
are met.   
 
Light work involves lifting no more than 20 pounds at a time with frequent lifting or 
carrying objects weighing up to 10 pounds .  20 CFR 416.967(b).  Even though we ight 
lifted may be very little, a job is i n this category when it requires a good deal of walking  
or standing, or when it involves sitting most of the time with some pushing and pulling of 
arm or leg controls.  Id.  To be c onsidered capable of performing a fu ll or wide range of 
light work, an indiv idual must have the ability to do substantially all of these activities.   
Id.   An individual capable of light work is  also capable of sedentary work, unless there 
are additionally limiting factors such as loss of fine dex terity or inability to sit for long 
periods of time.  Id.   
 
Medium work involves lifting no more than 50 pounds at a time with frequent lifting or  
carrying of objects w eighing up to 25 pounds.  20 CFR 416.967(c).  An individua l 
capable of performing medium work is also capable of light and sedentary work.  Id.    
 
Heavy work involves lifting no m ore than 100 pounds at a time with frequent lifting or  
carrying of objects weighing up to 50 pounds.  20 CFR 416.967(d).  An indiv idual 
capable of heavy work is also capable of medium, light, and sedentary work.  Id.   
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Finally, very heavy work involv es lifting ob jects weighing more than 100 pounds at a 
time with frequent lifting or carrying objects  weighing 50 pounds or more.  20 CFR 
416.967(e).  An individual capab le of very heavy work is able to perform work under all 
categories.  Id.   
 
Limitations or restrictions which affect an i ndividual’s ability to meet the demands of a 
job, other than the st rength (physical) demands, are considered nonexertional.  20 CFR 
416.969a(a).  Examples of nonexe rtional limitations  or rest rictions include difficulty 
functioning because of nervousness, anxiet y, or depressio n; difficulty maintaining 
attention or concentration; difficulty understanding or remembering detailed instructions;  
difficulty seeing or hearing; difficulty tolerating some physica l feature(s) of certain work  
settings; or difficulty performing the manipulat ive or postural functions of some work  
such as reaching, handling, stooping, clim bing, crawling, or crouching.   20 CFR  
416.969a(c)(i)–(vi).    
 
The Claim ant’s prior  RFC is not known therefore federal r egulations require a 
determination of whet her an in dividual can engage in substant ial gainful activity.  20 
CFR 416.994(b)(2)(iv)(E).  In this case, the Claimant previously  worked a s a grave 
marker, truck driver, tow truck driver, and warehouse manager.  In light of the foregoing, 
and in c onsideration of the O ccupational Code, the Claimant’s past rele vant work as  a 
grave marker is classified as semi-skill ed heavy work while his employment as a 
warehouse manager is consider ed semi-skilled medium work.  The Claimant’s driving  
positions are classified as semi-skilled, medium to heavy work.   
 
The Claimant testified that he is able to walk short distances; lift/carry about 20 pounds; 
stand between 1½ to 2 hours; sit  for 2 hours; and is able to squat but experiences pain 
when bending.  In  the objective findings limited the Claimant to the 
occasional lifting/carrying of les s than 10  pounds; st anding and/or walking at least 2 
hours during an 8-hour workday ; and able perform repetitive actions.  Mentally, the 
Claimant was found able to  understand, retain, and follo w instructions and was  
generally restricted to  performing simple routi ne, repetitive tasks.  If  the imp airment or 
combination of impair ments doe s not limit physica l or  mental  ab ility to d o basic work 
activities, it is not a severe impairment (s) and dis ability does not exist .  20 CFR 
416.920.  In consider ation of the Claimant ’s testimony, medical records, and current 
limitations, it is  found that the Claimant is unable to r eturn to past relevant  work and, 
thus, Step 5 of the sequential analysis is required.     
 
In Step 5, an assessment of the individual’s residual functional capacity, age, education, 
and work experience are considered to det ermine whether an adjustment to other work 
can be made.  20 CFR 416.92 0(4)(v).  At the time of hearing, the Claim ant was  
years old thus cons idered to be closely  approaching advanced age for MA-P purpos es.  
The Claimant has a limited education.  Disabili ty is f ound if an indiv idual is unable t o 
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adjust to other work.  Id.  At this point in the analysi s, the burden shifts from th e 
Claimant to the Department to present proof that the Claimant has the residual capacity  
to substantial gainful employment.  20 CFR 416.960(2); Richardson v Sec of Health and 
Human Se rvices, 735 F2d 962, 964 (CA 6, 1984).  Wh ile a vocational expert is not  
required, a finding supported by  substantial evidence that the individual has th e 
vocational qualifications to perform specif ic jobs is needed to meet the burde n.  
O’Banner v Sec of Health and Human Services , 587 F2d 321, 323 (CA 6, 1978).  
Medical-Vocational guidelines found at 20 CFR Subpart P,  Appendix II, may be used to 
satisfy the burden of proving that  the individual can perform specific jobs in the nation al 
economy.  Heckler v Campbell, 461 US 458, 467 (1983); Kirk v Secretary, 667 F2d 524, 
529 (CA 6, 1981) cert den 461 US 957 (1983).   
  
In this cas e, the evidence reveals that the Claimant was previously treated for cancer.  
There was no evidence that showed the cancer has recurred or has metastasized.  The 
diagnoses since the prior approval include  back pain, dyslipidemia, left knee pain,  
anxiety, depression,  pulmonary nodules,  mood disorder, depression, arthritis, and 
hypertension.  In light of the foregoing and  in consideration of the mental and physica l 
limitations, it is found t hat the Claimant’s residual functional capacity for work activities 
on a regular and con tinuing basis includes the ability to meet the physica l and mental 
demands required to perform sedentary work as defined in 20 CFR 416.967(a).  After 
review of the entire record and using the M edical-Vocational Guidelines [ 20 CFR 404,  
Subpart P, Appendix II] as a guide, specifically Rule 201.10, it is found that the Claimant 
is disabled for purposes of the MA-P program at Step 5. 
 
The State Disability Assist ance program, which pr ovides financia l assistance for 
disabled persons, was established by 2004 PA 344.  DHS administers the SDA program 
pursuant to MCL 400.10 et seq. and Michigan Administrative Code (“MAC R”) 400.3151 
– 400.3180.  Department policies are f ound in BAM , BEM, and BRM.  A person i s 
considered disabled for SDA purposes  if  the person has a phys ical or menta l 
impairment which m eets federal SSI dis ability standards for at least ninety days.  
Receipt of SSI or RSDI benefit s based on  disability or  blindness, or the receipt of MA  
benefits based on disability or blindness automatically qualifies an individual as disabled 
for purposes of the SDA program. 
   
In this case, the Claimant is found disabled for purposes of continued MA-P entitlement; 
therefore the Claimant is found disabled for purposes of continued SDA benefits.  
 

DECISION AND ORDER 
 
The Administrative Law Judge, based on the above findings of fact and conclusions of 
law, finds t he Claimant disabled for purposes  of continued entitlement under the MA-P 
and SDA benefit programs. 
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Accordingly, it is ORDERED: 
 

1. The Department’s determination is REVERSED. 
 
2. The Department sha ll proces s the September  2008 re-determination 

application to determine if all other non-medical criteria are met and inform 
the Claimant of the determination in accordance with Department policy.   

 
3. The Department shall supplement fo r any lost benefits (if any) that the 

Claimant was entitled to receive if otherwise eligib le and  qualifie d in 
accordance with Department policy.   

 
4. The Dep artment shall review the Cla imant’s continue d elig ibility in Augus t 

2012 in accordance with Department policy.   
 
 

 
 

_____________________________ 
Colleen M. Mamelka 

Administrative Law Judge  
For Maura Corrigan, Director 

Department of Human Services 
 
Date Signed:  July 21, 2011 
 
Date Mailed:  July 22, 2011 
 
 
 
NOTICE: Administrative Hearings may order a rehearing or reconsideration on either its 
own motion or at the request of a party wit hin 30 days of the mailing date of this  
Decision and Order.  Administrative Hear ings will not orde r a rehearing or  
reconsideration on the Department's mo tion where the final decis ion cannot be 
implemented within 90 days of the filing of the original request. 
 
The Claimant may appeal the Decision and Order  to Circuit Court within 30 days of the 
mailing of the Decis ion and Order or, if a ti mely request for rehearing was made, within  
30 days of the receipt date of the rehearing decision. 
 
CMM/cl 






